Model
year 2018
enhancements
One of the biggest advantages of Equipment Technologies and Apache Sprayers is our close relationship with our
customers. We listen to feedback about our products so we can continuously improve the performance of our machines in
the field. Here are some of the key improvements we have made to our equipment for model year 2018 sprayers.
New Display
The updated Grayhill display uses a rugged design tested
for extreme environments. The scratch-resistant and antiglare screen is optically bonded to the LCD display for
superior visual performance. Users will enjoy the intuitive
touch/swipe technology and the ability to navigate the
screens with gloved or bare hands.
Advanced Precision Technology Options
Operators will now be able to utilize Raven Viper® 4+
with PWM product pump control for improved control of
application rates, while maximizing pump efficiencies.
The Raven 600S GPS antenna is a high-performance, dualfrequency receiver that comes standard with GLONASS and
autonomous dual-frequency GL1DE™ for sub-meter passto-pass accuracy. The fully-scalable GNSS smart antenna
is simple to upgrade to GS, SBAS and RTK connections
for even greater accuracy, making it ideal for precision
application requirements. The unit features simple, fast
setup and seamless integration.

Fill Station with Bigger Screen Size
See more and do more with a larger 4” fill station screen
size. Operators can appreciate this increased visibility in
any weather condition.
Tier 4 Final Engines
Tier 4 machines don’t just comply with emission standards,
they deliver more power and torque while using less fuel:
7 percent more horsepower
10 percent more torque
20 percent more fuel savings
Reduced emissions of PM (particulate matter)
by 95 percent vs. Tier 3
Reduced emissions of NOx gases by 90 percent
vs. Tier 3
Improved Boom Stability
All 100-ft Pommier boom models have now incorporated
a blocker valve and five eye sensors for enhanced boom
stability, making this super light boom float across the field
at any speed.

Universal Entry Ladder
Enter the cab with ease thanks to the adjusted ladder
placement. The revised forward position better utilizes the
space available making your climb quick and easy.
Learn more about the advantages of running with Apache! Visit your local Apache dealer or apachesprayers.com.
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